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1. Introduction
Ø A search for resonance W′ decaying into a W boson and a SM Higgs boson in the lνbb final state 

(l = e or 𝜇) is performed, using the full Run 2 dataset collected by ATLAS.
Ø This analysis is conducted by examining the reconstructed invariant mass distributions of W′ → 

WH candidates in the mass range from 400 GeV to 5 TeV.
Ø H → bb for enlarging the statistics. W → lν for triggering and selecting signal events efficiently.

2. Event categorization and selection
Two regimes for event categorization:
Ø resolved (two small-R jets);
Ø merged (one large-R jet), for high Higgs momentum.
“Priority Resolved signal region (PRSR)” scheme used.

3. Background estimation
Ø The background processes are estimated by Monte Carlo (MC) simulation except the multi-jet (MJ).
Ø MJ estimation is performed with data-driven method because MC suffered from limited statistics and 

difficult modeling. This method exploits the isolation of leptons to select a data sample enriched in MJ.

4. Statistical analysis
To test the resonance, the templates mWH from the signal and background 
samples are fit to data using a binned maximum-likelihood approach, where 
the binning is optimized to maximize the sensitivity while minimizing the 
impact of statistical fluctuations.

5. Conclusion
ü No significant excess is observed above the SM prediction, 

and upper limits are set on the production cross-section for pp 
→ W′ times the branching fraction for W′ → WH.

ü W′ masses below 2.95 TeV are excluded for the HVT 
benchmark Model A [1]; for Model B [1] W′ masses below 3.15 
TeV are excluded.

ü The cross-section limits improve on the results from the last 
publication with Run 2 dataset of 36.1 fb-1 in ATLAS [2]. The 
improvements range from about 200% for resonance mass 400 
GeV to about 350% for a mass of 5 TeV.

ü The paper is in preparation.
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Tab 1: Event selection
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Tab 3 and 4: Regions and the post-fit yields

Tab 2: Isolated and non-isolated region

Fig 8: Expected and observed upper limits at 95% CL on 
the production cross-section for pp → W′ → WH

Fig 9: Observed limits on HVT Model at 95% CL in 
the gF vs. gH plane for W′ masses of 2, 3 and 4 TeV

Fig 7: Post-fit distributions in merged (top) 
and resolved (bottom) regions

Fig 3: MJ control region Fig 5 and 6: Shape systematic uncertainties for MJ estimation

Fig 2: Signal selection efficiencies

Fig 4: Post-fit distributions, the red histogram 
indicates the MJ contribution

Fig 1: An illustrative diagram
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